re:on comics c atalog
INDONESIAN COMICS COMPILATION

Greetings from re:ON Comics
Hello and welcome to re:ON Comics Catalog.
re:ON Comics is one of the fastest growing comic publishers in Indonesia.
Within less than 2 years, our circulation has increased from 10.000 copies to almost 20.000 copies.
Initially released in July 2013, re:ON Comics has established itself as one of the
most professionally managed and one of the most popular comic magazines in
Indonesia with more than 101.394 followers on its Instagram page.
We already assembled the best team of Indonesian comic artists from all over the
country to produce a periodical comics compilation magazine, which is released
once every 5-6 weeks.
In this catalog, you will find the list of titles we published in re:ON Comics as well
as some preview pages for your perusal.
If you have any further inquiries, please don’t hesitate to contact our marketing
team at licensing@reoncomics.com.
For more information, you can also visit our website at www.reoncomics.com.

Chris Lie
Editor-in-Chief re:ON Comics
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Reno

Meet Our Mascots

A 21 years old postgraduate
student who loves music, books,
and movies. He is the oldest of
three siblings and is very protective
toward his sisters, especially Reon.

Rion
-

The humanoid version of re:ON
Comics magazine. Her wish to
become human and have fun with
Reon's family is fulfilled by the
power of full moon; she turned into
a happy-go-lucky human girl.

Reyna

Reon
A cheerful 16 years old girl who
loves to sing and dance. She’s the
youngest of three siblings. Reon is
the primary mascot of re:ON Comics
and symbolizes our core characteristics: young, energetic, and fun.

An 18 years old college student
who loves to eat and travel. She is
the second sibling and has a
middle-child syndrome. Reyna is
very possessive of Reon and always
bullies her at almost every
opportunity.

Noer
- talkative 17 years old girl who lives
A
in the same neighborhood as Reon's
family. She is hardworking and
passionate in entrepreneurship.

Oren
Reon’s trusty mechanical cat whose job
is to collect comic submissions and
letters from fans. Don’t be deceived by
its cute look as Oren harbors a mysterious 108 years old spirit within itself.
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WEBTOON

EBOOK

Grand Legend
Ramayana

COMICS EXCERPT
GRAND LEGEND RAMAYANA

PRINT

ACTION

STORY & ARTWORK

Is Yuniarto
The Grand Legend Ramayana is an
adaptation of classic tale of Ramayana,
which is derived from India and has
become one of the most popular folklores in Indonesia.
Telling the adventure of a young prince
from Ayodya Kingdom, Rama, with his
brother, Laksmana. Along with Shinta,
a beautiful yet fearless princess from
Mithila Kingdom, together they fight the
horde of Yaksha, monstrous beings that
threaten their kingdoms.
Written as a modern adaptation with
artistic illustration, Grand Legend
Ramayana has become the flagship title
in re:ON Comics with a planned run
of 30 chapters. Is Yuniarto, the comic
artist, has been professionally involved
in Indonesian comic scene since 2001
and he has already amassed tens of
thousands of fans across the country.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Catapult
WEB
NCSoft

eMooks

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

47+ chapters, Ongoing
155+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

24-32 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

6

7

PRINT EBOOK

ROMANCE

COMICS EXCERPT
ME VS BIG SLACKER BABY

me vs
big slacker baby
COMEDY

STORY & ARTWORK

Annisa Nisfihani
Arin, a high school girl with obsessive
compulsive toward cleanliness, encounters Alvan, her schoolmate who
stays at a boarding house owned by
her parents. Alvan’s behavior i s
the polar opposite of Arin, in
which, although he is a very
bright student but he is also one
of the laziest and messy guys
Arin has ever known. This establishes an interesting and hilarious
conflict between them.
This romantic-comedy masterpiece is
written by Annisa Nisfihani, a young and
talented comic artist from Tenggarong,
East Borneo. Even though her
hometown is quite far from the
big cities and blackouts also
occurred quite often, Annisa’s
perseverance in pursuing her dreams
ultimately paid off as BSB got its second
reprint within less than a month of its
initial publication.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Catapult
WEB
NCSoft
PRINT
Kadokawa Gempak Starz
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

18 chapters + 2 extras, Completed
54 episodes, Completed

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

23-25 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

8

9

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

TAWUR

tawur
COMEDY

STORY & ARTWORK

C. Suryo Laksono
Tawur is an action-comedy comic,
which tells the story of a group of
students from an impoverished high
school, who has to fight against other
schools in order to secure the grand
prize of a grant from the government. Little they know that this entire
scheme has been set up by a sinister
organization in order to skew media
exposure from something bigger and
more diabolical.
C. Suryo Laksono is the creator behind this
freshly conceived series in re:ON Comics.
The fourth arc of Tawur is currently running
with a bigger cast of characters.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Catapult
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

27+ chapters + 3 extras, Ongoing
113+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

16-32 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

10

11

PRINT EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT
MATH

math
DETECTIVE

STORY

Maximillian Fansyuri
ARTWORK

Dini Marlina
Math is a smart young high school graduate and loves maths a lot. He believes
that every problem in life can always be
solved with mathematical solution. One
day, he encounters a girl named Luna,
who drags him into a huge competition
called Luck Game. Determined to defend his belief in mathematical superiority, Math enters the game with Luna.
This unique comic is the attempt of its
creators in drawing the readers to think and
ultimately to see that maths is not
as bad as it seems. With an interesting
premise by its writer, Maximillian Fansyuri
and coupled with Dini Marlina’s illustration, this comic managed to gather a lot of
followings since its first chapter.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters + extra
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24-26 pages/chapter

12

13

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

GALAUMAN

galauman
COMEDY

STORY

ARTWORK

Ockto Baringbing

Ino Septian, Budkalon

Galauman is an action-comedy comic
that tells the mishaps of Gabriel Laurent, a single guy who (always) tries too
hard to get the love of his life, yet always
fails miserably. The thing is, every time
his love is rejected, he would turn into a
superhero named Galauman to save the
day. And to make things worse, Gabriel
can only transform into Galauman if his
love confession is rejected by a girl.
There is no direct translation of the
term “galau” in English as it is a combination of sadness, worry, anxiety, and
uneasiness.
Written by Ockto Baringbing, the winner of
Silver Award at the 6th International Manga
Award in Japan and illustrated by Ino Septian, Galauman has become one of the most
anticipated titles in re:ON Comics, especially popular among adolescents.
Ino Septian, a comic artist and a father.
Galauman is his first comic in re:ON
Comics. Although initially claiming to have
never drawn an iron suit, but because of his
drawing skill, the Galauman comic doesn’t
look like done by an amateur.
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Catapult
WEB
NCSoft

INKR

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

43+ chapters, Ongoing
108+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

8-16 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

14

15

PRINT

ACTION

COMICS EXCERPT
HYPER FUSION CYBORG IDOL RINKA

hyper fusion
cyborg idol rinka
COMEDY

STORY

Kristoforus Marvino & Hendry Iwanaga
ARTWORK

Kaari Karina
Rinka, an increasingly popular idol
singer suddenly suffered an accident.
In order to save her life, her father,
who is a renowned scientist, converted Rinka into a cyborg and sent her to
an ordinary school. With a famous idol
in that school, all of the students went
head over heels, including Hiro, a loser who is obsessed with anything to do
with idols and of course, Rinka herself.
Hiro’s efforts in attracting the attention
of Rinka as well as her unfolding dark
secrets serve as the sparks of this
action-comedy comic.
Hyper Fusion Cyborg Idol Rinka, which is
the creation of three comic artists, is the
first comic in re:ON that entered its second
arc. Rinka herself is cosplayed by a real
person and has gained quite a number of
followings in real life.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

14 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24-32 pages/chapter

16

17

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT
LAY-LAY CAT

lay-lay cat
COMEDY

STORY

ARTWORK

Andik Prayogo

Sheila Rooswitha Putri

Lay-Lay Cat is a comedy comic in the
form of short comic, which tells the
story of a fortune cat owned by Leon,
the owner of a relatively unpopular
bookshop. A superstitious person, Leon
bought a fortune cat as an amulet to
boost his bookshop popularity.
However, Lay-Lay Cat (the fortune cat’s
name) always fails to perform its deed
as it never successfully beckon any patrons into Leon’s bookshop.
Andik Prayogo won Indonesian Comic
Awards 2011 in the category of Best Comic
Writer and Best Children Comic Writer.
Sheila Rooswitha is a senior illustrator with
a huge fanbase because of her unique style
of drawing.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Press
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

G

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

45 chapters, Completed
45 episodes, Completed

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

2-3 pages/chapter
± 10 panels/episode

18

19

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

POPULATION ZERO

population zero
SURVIVAL

STORY

ARTWORK

Kristedy Rinto

Erde

Population Zero tells a story about a
post apocalyptic world, set in Indonesia,
where human population is depleted.
Elias and a group of remaining survivors must struggle against hordes of
human-eating zombies and also a mysterious being that lead them into a more
mystery to uncover.
Written by Kristedy Rinto and illustrated by
Erde, these two talented writer and artist
set their path in conquering the sci-fi and
survival horror genre.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Griffin Heart
WEB
NCSoft

eMooks
INKR

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

12+ chapters, Ongoing
46+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

24-29 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

20

21

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

DRAMA

LEMON LEAF

lemon leaf
ROMANCE

STORY & ARTWORK

Rii Wels
Lemon Leaf tells the story about
Terra Bitt, a cheerful and carefree high
school student who just moved to a
new school. Terra also met two of his
seniors: Kai, a stern and uncompromising class captain as well as Marcell, a
charming and easy-going person. Both
guys seemingly develops a crush on
Terra, who is torn between those two.
In this romantic drama, Rii Wels successfully mesmerized the readers with her beautiful line arts and effectively giving souls to
each character.

*Webtoon version includes our two romance
titles, 99% Love and My Dearest Irina.
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

7 chapters, Completed
35 episodes, Completed

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

24-27 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

22

23

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

LUNAR HELIOS

LUNAR HELIOS
FANTASY

STORY & ARTWORK

Galang Tirtakusuma
In Lunar Helios, humans and vampires
are enemies to one another. Strongly prejudged by the humans, vampires
have to live in an exile area even though
not all of them, including Aelfric du
Coudray, are evil. In a twist of fate, he
stumbled across twins vampire hunters, creating uneasy alliance between
two humans and a vampire that lead
into an exciting adventure.
Lunar Helios is created by Galang Tirtakusuma, a young talented comic artist from
Bandung, West Java. At such a young age,
Galang already has thousands of fans from
all across Indonesia.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24-32 pages/chapter

24

25

PRINT EBOOK

argyre

ARGYRE

COMICS EXCERPT
Mbak Intan,
nggak apaapa, kan? Ada
yang luka?

Mbak Intan!

Hang in there!!!

ACTION

STORY

Kok, diam
aja, sih?
Ada yang
patah?

Yudha Negara Nyoman

APA!

ARTWORK

Arief Russanto, Kaari Karina, Kate Yan
A comic of adventure and fantasy genre,
the story of Argyre is set in two timelines: modern day Indonesia and 3rd
century Nusantara. The discovery
of a mysterious artifact from the
oldest kingdom in Indonesia by a
female archaeologist unintentionally
sets a motion of events that will significantly affect the future of mankind.
Written by Yudha Negara Nyoman, who also
wrote Chrysalis, and beautifully illustrated
by Arief Russanto and Kaari Karina while
complemented with stunning coloring by
Kate Yan, Argyre is one of the flagship titles
currently developed by Caravan Studio (a
sister company of re:ON Comics).

Astonishing,
huh?

Luar biasa.

I don’t know what
to say. This is simply..
BREATHTAKING.

Jadi, ternyata
lambang kerajaan
Sriwijaya berhubungan
dengan Salakanagara.

Um, I’m afraid
we have to
confiscate that.
No photo please,
this is not a
museum. At
least not yet.

Awas, jangan
sampai rusak,
ya!

Ya, Tuhan...

Sekalian
minta air,
dong.
Terima kasih.
Ternyata capek
juga mendaki
begitu terjal.

AWAS!!!
UWAAHHH!!!

KLIK
..tidak pernah kusangka..

..ekspedisi perdanaku
sekarang akan jadi begini.

Gawat!

Ak

ua

BR

set

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
eMooks
RATING

M

STATUS

PRINT

6+ chapters
Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT

34-40 pages/chapter

26

HAH!

27

PRINT EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT
CHRYSALIS

chrysalis
ACTION

STORY

Yudha Negara Nyoman
ARTWORK

Lius Lasahido, Ario Murti, Ignatius Budi
Chrysalis tells a story about a genetically engineered Indonesian girl’s attempt to unveil her past, but ultimately
pits her against a sinister multinational
organization which origin traces back
to World War II period. This action sci-fi
comic covers topics such as eugenics,
transhumanism, and conspiracy theories.
Written by Yudha Negara Nyoman, who
also wrote Argyre, and stunningly illustrated by Lius Lasahido and Ario Murti while
perfected with striking coloring by Ignatius
Budi, Chrysalis is one of the flagship titles
currently developed by Caravan Studio (a
sister company of re:ON Comics).

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Catapult
RATING

M

STATUS

PRINT

1+ chapter
Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT

34 pages/chapter

28

29

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ROMANCE

MY DEAREST IRINA

MY DEAREST IRINA
FANTASY

STORY & ARTWORK

Dokutoku
Irina, a typical high school girl with ordinary life, got kidnapped and brought
to fairy-tale kind of land by a handsome
stranger who changes her life forever.
Dokutoku is a group consisting of four
queens of romance comics in Indonesia.
Only two members involved in creating
My Dearest Irina, Rii Wels for the art and
Yuen for the story. These young ladies from
Bandung, West Java are undoubtedly good
at romantic comics.

*Webtoon version includes our two romance
titles, 99% Love and Lemon Leaf.
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

6 chapters, Completed
35 episodes, Completed

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

24-32 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

30

31

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT

HISTORY

BATAAVIA

bataavia
FANTASY

STORY

ARTWORK

Ockto Baringbing

Dhang Ayupratomo

Margreet, a Dutch girl who always
believed that the Dutch is the greatest
nation in the world. That is until she
met Gilang, a native kid from Bataavia,
a Dutch colony.
Written by Ockto Baringbing, the winner of
Silver Award at the 6th International Manga
Award in Japan.
Illustrated by Dhang Ayupratomo, who was
first noticed when he sent his comics
submission to the editor of re:ON Comics.
Even though his original submission was
not accepted, Dhang now has written a lot
of comics in re:ON Comics.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24-32 pages/chapter

32

33

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

TARUNG LEGENDA

tarung legenda
FANTASY

STORY

ARTWORK

Ockto Baringbing

Dhang Ayupratomo

Everyone has regrets that they wish to
fix. Tarung Legenda offers a chance
to grant those wishes by turning
those people into Legend Masters
and making them fight each
other to decide the sole winner.
But everything came at a
price, right?
Written by Ockto Baringbing, the
winner of Silver Award at the 6th
International Manga Award in Japan.
Illustrated by Dhang Ayupratomo, who
was first noticed when he sent his
comics submission to the editor of
re:ON Comics. Even though his
original submission was not
accepted, Dhang now has
written a lot of comics in
re:ON Comics.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

72+ chapters, Ongoing
162+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

16-24 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

34

35

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

SPALKO

spalko
ROMANCE

STORY & ARTWORK

Sweta Kartika
One would be so proud to
have a pretty, rich, and superpowered girlfriend, right? Well, not
the case of Janus, whose girlfriend
Tesla is a member of Spalko, a league
of superheroes who fights against
crimes and supervillains.
Written and illustrated by Sweta Kartika, a
young talented comic artist from West Java.
Known as the “most productive comic artist”,
Sweta has many works that are still ongoing
in various publishers. And everything can be
overrun without deadlines being neglected.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
EBOOK
Comic Catapult
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

7 chapters + extra, Completed
21 episodes, Completed

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

24 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

36

37

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

ANIMACORE

animacore
FANTASY

STORY & ARTWORK

Aloysius Alfa
Monica, a girl who plays a big-hit popular MMORPG called Animacore, is trying
to be the best player in the game while
also thrive to unveil the big mystery that
shrouded the game and the developer’s
corporation behind it.
Written and illustrated by Aloysius Alfa who
is a shy and quiet man. But his skill as a
comic artist is truly extraordinary. Coming
from Jayapura, Papua and now living in
Yogyakarta, he produced e-sports-themed
comics.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24 pages/chapter

38

39

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT

ROMANCE

ONTHELKU

onthelku
SLICE OF LIFE

STORY & ARTWORK

Matto Haq
Nothing is cuter than a triangle love
story of teenagers. Bayu, a young boy
who rides an old onthel bike, has fallen
in love with Anna, an upperclassman in
his school, without realizing that Rani,
his adorable childhood sweetheart, has
fallen for him as well. Bayu is obsessed
to become the ideal man for Anna by
asking Rani for help. It hurts...
Written and illustrated by Matto Haq, the
winner of Silver Award at the 6th International Manga Award in Japan. He is a quiet
guy but has a loyal fan base in Indonesia.
Creating a daily life comic with a calm
storyline is Matto Haq’s expertise. This
Yogyakarta comic artist is currently
domiciled in Japan.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

8 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24 pages/chapter

40

41

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

HORROR

SHIVERS : MYSTERY COMIC ANTHOLOGY

shivers Mystery comic anthology
MYSTERY

STORY & ARTWORK

Various artists
Anthology of mysterious and thrilling
short stories for mature readers by
various talented young artists.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
INKR
PRINT
Kadokawa Gempak Starz
RATING

M

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

31+ chapters (5+ volumes), Ongoing
65+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

various length/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

42

43

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT
99% LOVE : ROMANCE COMIC ANTHOLOGY

99% love romance comic anthology
ROMANCE

STORY & ARTWORK

Various artists
Anthology of heart-throbbing romantic
short stories which will make readers
feel the sweetness and bitterness of
love.

*Webtoon version includes our two romance
titles, My Dearest Irina and Lemon Leaf.
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
PRINT
Kadokawa Gempak Starz
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

5+ chapters (1+ volume), Ongoing
35 episodes, Completed

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

various length/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

44

45

PRINT EBOOK

DRAMA

COMICS EXCERPT
GREY & JINGGA: PURPLE SUNDAY

grey & jingga:
purple sunday
SLICE OF LIFE

STORY & ARTWORK

Sweta Kartika
Bored. Unexciting. Tired.Those are
what the two souls, Grey and Jingga,
feel about their relationship.
When the sparks have gone away, the
only thing left is the negative thought
towards the significant other. When his
quietness is no longer attractive, and
seems uncaring. Their relationship is
on the edge.
Then comes Nila, Grey’s niece, who is
as unique as her uncle.Nila was sent to
them both for some times and they had
to take care of her. Could the existence
of Nila fix their bland relationship? Or,
on the contrary, makes it even worse?
Written and illustrated by Sweta Kartika, a
young talented comic artist from West Java.
Known as the “most productive comic artist”,
Sweta has many works that are still ongoing
in various publishers. And everything can be
overrun without deadlines being neglected.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
PRINT
Kadokawa Gempak Starz
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters + extra
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24 pages/chapter

46

47

PRINT EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT
JITU

jitu
ACTION

THRILLER

STORY

Yudha Negara Nyoman & Haryadhi
ARTWORK

Haryadhi
The story begins with a man named
Rudra, who desperately fought for
his love in the refusal of his girlfriend
Inggrid’s father, because of their socioeconomic status differences. For the
sake of earning a lot of money, he went
into the world of hidden international
snipers. And now Rudra is struggling to
save his own life.
With a background that is remotely related
to the world of comics and art, Yudha Negara
Nyoman is somewhat daring to jump into
the realm of writers. Some comics from his
thoughts include action, horror, and romance
genres.
Haryadhi is a comic artist who is quite critical
to the social and political issues in Indonesia.
He is most known for his regularly updated
bold web strip comic.

RATING

M

STATUS

PRINT

2+ volumes
Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT

20-26 pages/chapter

48

49

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT

ROMANCE

LOVE LETTER

love letter
COMEDY

STORY & ARTWORK

Nandya Sekarlita
Raka, an ordinary high school boy
who has noisy and sometimes embarrassing friends, finally felt the spring of
life. It all started from a letter received
from a girl named Meyssa, which was
regarded as a love letter. Although
apparently it was not, their sweet love
journey is still continuing with the help
of Raka’s friends.
Nandya Sekarlita was discovered when she
sent her one-shot comic submission to the
editorial of re: ON Comics. With her neat
line art and handsome boy characters, she
was approved to start a new serialization.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24 pages/chapter

50

51

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT
HEARTLESS

heartless
FANTASY

STORY & ARTWORK

Farah T
Starting with the story of a ghost girl
named Heidi inhabiting Adalheidis
Manor. Feeling loneliness for
hundreds of years, she continued to
look for the warmth she had felt
while her family was still living in
the manor. Unexpectedly, her wish
came true when a Faerie and a
phantom spider came to grant it. At
that moment, all the secrets about
Heidi and the manor were revealed.
Initially, Farah T brought her comic portfolios to the editor at a big comic event in
Jakarta. Even though she was still a novice,
but because of her extraordinary drawing
skill, she was finally given the opportunity to
make a series.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

18 pages/chapter

52

53

PRINT

WEBTOON

COMICS EXCERPT
KNIGHT OF RAKSHASA

knight of rakshasa
ACTION

STORY & ARTWORK

Mukhlis Nur
After the great earthquake happened
17 years ago, many citizens of Indonesia got infected by mysterious creatures and transformed into Rakshasa,
ferocious monster that threatened the
survival of human race. A special force
assembled to fight the chaos. Khrisna
and Aura, two agents with special powers, are our heroes to save the world.
Mukhlis Nur is one of the famous comic
artists in Indonesia. Well-known for his
intricate and detailed drawings, his capabilities need not to be doubted.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
INKR
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

15+ chapters, Ongoing
25+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

17-24 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode

54

55

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT
CUCUMBER CONQUEST

cucumber conquest
ACTION

STORY & ARTWORK

Eka Lesmana
Based on the Indonesian folktale Timun
Mas, the story of Cucumber Conquest
takes another perspective from the
original story.
Dee, a total opposite of the original
Timun Mas, just came out of Rockford
Asylum where she was imprisoned
by the government for being allegedly dangerous. She only has one goal,
which is to avenge his parents who were
slaughtered by giant Buto Ijo.
Eka Lesmana is a young comic artist from
Bandung whose most of his portfolio is
from foreign and indie comics scene. The
nuances of most of his works are dark and
depressing.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

7 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

24 pages/chapter

56

57

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT
BLESS YOU

BLESS YOU
COMEDY

STORY

ARTWORK

Esa Pavlichenko

Dini Marlina

Just one sneeze, and suddenly you are
not yourself anymore. Bless you is a
series of comedy short stories where
people (or cats) can transform into another person by having a sneeze. From
a lost princess to Yakuza leader, the
series is a hilarious reminder to always
say ‘Bless you!’ if someone’s sneezing
near you.
Esa started his career by posting his gag
comics online, and now living his dream
job by working in the comic industry. Esa’s
passion for creating absurdly funny comics
still burns deeply within his new titles.
Dini Marlina is a well-known illustrator in
Indonesia, well-known for adorable children
look-alike drawings, but now she challenges herself to make comics with characters
beyond her expertise.

RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

10-14 pages/chapter
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59

PRINT

COMICS EXCERPT

ACTION

RELIC

relic
FANTASY

STORY

ARTWORK

Albert Teguh S.

Aloysius Alfa

The story begins with the arrival of
a young journalist from the Netherlands named Reinz Elnordvich. He
came to Indonesia with the intent
and purpose of wanting to donate an
asymmetrical dagger with distinctive blade-patterning called keris,
which should be the country’s cultural heritage. But he did not know that
it was a magic keris, a proof that the
descendants of the people who discovered the keris would be someone
who determines the fate of his era.
Because of the magic of the keris, Reinz’s life was at stake. Together with his
friends from the human world named
Aditya and from the astral world named
Gatotkaca, they have to carry out the
mission.
Albert Teguh S. fell into the comic-making
world because of his encounter with Aloysius
Alfa around early 2011. From then the two
started to produce some comic titles such as
The Creator Jade, Soul Contract, One Billion
Reward, and finally RELIC.
Illustrated by Aloysius Alfa who is a shy and
quiet man. But his skill as a comic artist is
truly extraordinary. Coming from Jayapura,
Papua and now living in Yogyakarta, he produced e-sports-themed comics.
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT

6 chapters
Completed

FORMAT

PRINT

16-43 pages/chapter
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61

PRINT

WEBTOON

EBOOK

COMICS EXCERPT

ROMANCE

OHAYO TOKYO!

OHAYO TOKYO!
COMEDY

STORY

ARTWORK

Andik Prayogo

Fachreza Octavio

The story of Taruna, a young amateur
Indonesian cosplayer, who dreams to
become a world-class cosplay champion. Taruna started as an annoying
and arrogant person, but later as he
begins his life journey and adventure in
Tokyo, Japan, after he met new friends
in a maid cafe and encountered some
unfortunate life events, slowly he becomes a better person and continue to
pursue his dream.
Andik Prayogo won Indonesian Comic
Awards 2011 in the category of Best Comic
Writer and Best Children Comic Writer.
Fachreza started doing cartoon doodles,
evolved to proper drawings, elevated to
simple comic sequences, and now he is contributing (read:goofing around) the comic
industry as a comic artist.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
COMICO Thailand
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

1+ volume, Ongoing
70+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

6-17 pages/chapter
± 30 panels/episode
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WEBTOON

COMICS EXCERPT

ROMANCE

DEATH’S LOVE BALLAD

Death's Love Ballad
FANTASY

STORY & ARTWORK

Sagtavilia
Life and death are two sides of the
same coin, as every life born into the
world would eventually end in death.
When a young girl named Lana meets
Reid, a reaper whose duty is to take her
life, she discovers that her life has long
passed her death day yet her soul hasn’t
left her body, leaving her in a state of
limbo, neither alive or dead. Lana later
explores the mysterious process of how
life and death works in this world, how it
affects her life and her friends, as well
how her dubious state affects the world
in return.
Since young, Sagta has been a big fan of
arts. In particular, she aspires to become
like the many comic artists she idolizes
and she dreams of creating her own
comic one day. After working as a
freelance artist for awhile, now her
dream finally comes true and she
is looking forward to publish her
own, original comic.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

PG-13

STATUS

WEB

60+ episodes
Ongoing

FORMAT

WEB

± 30 panels/episode
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PRINT

WEBTOON

COMICS EXCERPT
REON AND FRIENDS

reon and friends
SLICE OF LIFE

STORY

re:ON Comics Team
ARTWORK

Dini Marlina
Four-panel comics series focusing on
the daily life of re:ON Comics’ mascots:
the three siblings, which are Reon, Reyna, and Reno, also their beloved pet,
Oren. A light-hearted story to introduce
each mascots’ characteristics to the
readers.
Dini Marlina is a well-known illustrator in
Indonesia. Almost every comic in bookstores has a cover drawn by her. She is
well-known for adorable children look-alike
drawings, but now she challenges herself
to make comics with characters beyond her
expertise.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
WEB
NCSoft
RATING

G

STATUS

PRINT
WEB

28+ chapters, Ongoing
54+ episodes, Ongoing

FORMAT

PRINT
WEB

6 pages/chapter
± 24 panels/episode
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